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Alaska trip of a 
lifetime

by Dave Gibson

This past year I entered the state

of Alaska's annual lottery for a

chance to view Brown Bears at

McNeil River State Bear

Sanctuary and Wildlife Refuge.

180 people of 2,500 entrants are

chosen to receive fully guided and

standby permits good from late

May through the middle of August.

McNeil River, located on the upper

Alaskan Peninsula, is known to be

the best Grizzly Bear viewing area

in the world. In only my second

year of entering, I am awarded a

spot.

After a few days of fishing in

Homer, AK, I arrive at Beluga

Lake ready for my float plane ride

to the sanctuary. Try as I did to get

my gear under the prescribed

weight limit, I come in over and

must pay a little extra for my

flight. Our airplane is a circa

1960's Beaver which I know to at

least float. A family of Red-necked

Grebes hurriedly paddles away

from our pontoon as we taxi into

position for take-off. Trumpeter

Swans sit at the end of the lake.

Rainy, the wind is strong and

waves choppy as we become air-

borne. Our craft is being blown

from side to side, a bald eagle

passes beneath us and we are

away. Crossing Cook Inlet the

weather clears and we make a

close approach of the active Mt

Augustine Volcano. Rising abrupt-

ly from the sea, it last erupted in

2006. Today it is only releasing a

small trail of steam. From here, the

360 degree view of the snow-cov-

ered mountains is breath-taking.

Circling towards a lagoon at high-

tide, we land to a welcoming com-

mittee with luggage. As we arrive

others depart and I help unload our

bags to one of the guides named

Ian onshore. I step upon the stony

beach glancing across the water

and see a large brown patch. It's a

bear! It takes a matter of seconds

to record my first bear sighting! I

mention it to someone who is

departing. He doesn't seem overly

impressed since he has experi-

enced hundreds of Grizzly sight-

ings during his four day stay. It

turns out that the tall grasses next

to the camp are a favorite feeding

area for sows and cubs and they

are almost constantly there. In

total, five bears are within sight.

Camp is rustic with a cook shack,

outhouse, garbage cache, cabins

for the rangers, and sauna which

doubles as a bathhouse. Bears are

not allowed inside the scrub bush

set boundaries and are chased

away when they enter which is

nearly every day. On my last day

here a member of our group was

resting in her tent when at first a

yearling bear and then its mother

decided to race by her tent. With

my tent pitched, I head to the out-

house only to come across a Red

Fox with its eyes closed sitting on

a stump. Ignoring me, I stand with-

in six feet until after minutes go

by, she looks at me and ambles off.

A den with four kits between here

and the outhouse provides amuse-

ment in the coming days as I watch

them play and even catch their

own food. One day the mother was

seen returning to her young with a

Pin-tail Duck in her mouth. After

an uninspired freeze-dried meal

and Tang, I retire to my tent. Even

though it is nearly 11:30 pm, it is

still light out and my eye cover

helps me to sleep preparing me for

my big day with the bears.

Sometimes the dynamics of the

group that you are with can be as

interesting and rewarding as the

wildlife viewing. Friendships

formed are based on a shared spe-

cial adventure. Our party is some-

what diversified with myself, a

grandfather and grandson from St.

Louis, a husband and wife from

Holland who travel to Botswana

twice a year to go on safari, a gift-

ed photographer and very tall stu-

dent from Germany, an Anchorage

television editor and his wife, an

Alaskan fisherman and spouse,

and a neurotic former professor.

Moving his tent repeatedly during

the night and constantly shuffling

through his dozens of zip-lock

plastic bags, he seems unsure of

himself, unable to make a deci-

sion. His doctor thought that this

trip would be "good therapy."

Unlikely team as we are, we pass

several bears pawing the blades of

grass downward in an arc to better

sample. Across the bear track

laden mudflats, we come upon a

lone wolf print. Walking through

the grass now, we approach sever-

al bears and then stand between a

mother and its year and one half

old cub. You can get remarkably

close to the bears here and at times

during my visit, stood within five

feet of them! They go about their

business aware of our presence but

inured to it. The McNeil River

Bear Sanctuary was established in

1967 and has a perfect safety

record. The bears are habituated

knowing that we won't harm them

and we are not food. Although they

are used to us, our guide carries a

shotgun just in case! Fording

Mikfik Creek an over-loaded

Harry, (the grandfather), goes

down in the suction-like slippery

mud. Rushing to his aid as water

pours in around hip-waders, he is

righted and we continue on. A bear

is heading straight towards us on

the twenty foot wide cliff-lined

beach. We back to the escarpment

bunched together and prepare our

cameras. Not breaking stride and

close now, Velcro straps rip and a

few musical cameras go off. He

stares us down and huffs in a sign

of distress while passing. Our

guide Neil tells us that the noise

Velcro makes sounds like a huff to

the bear and he was just talking to

us. Up a small cascade and through

a Wild Geranium and Iris lined

boardwalk, we pause above

McNeil River and the falls.

McNeil Falls is where most of the

Brown Bears are this time of year

because that is where most of the

salmon are. Chum Salmon run

between July and August facing a

gauntlet of waterfalls and bears!

As many as 144 Grizzly Bears will

congregate in the area and one of

the hourly counts tallied 54 bears

while I was here. From an upper

and lower viewing pad, we will

spend 8 hours with the ursine each

day. On the lower pad nestled in

my folding chair with camera in

hand, perhaps twenty bears have

staked out their fishing perches.

Each of the bears, (some of which

we would get to know by name),

have their own unique fishing

techniques. Ivan, the biggest bear,

faces upstream at a choice spot in

the middle of the falls. Each time

he catches a salmon he devours it

on the nearest rock by first peeling

off its skin and then downing the

flesh. Ivan even caught a hopeless-

ly lost Chinook salmon which was

considerably larger than the ubiq-

uitous Chum salmon. A bear that I

call "Tan Ears" and his brother

"Snorkeler" circle a pool until they

reach a high spot in the gravel then

launch themselves into a cloud of

fish. When they catch one, it is

always hotly contested by the

other bears as they race to shore

sometimes losing it. The master

fisherman of the lot is named

Jordan. His ingenious method

involves sitting on a submerged

ledge in the river with his back

upstream thereby creating an eddy

to draw the salmon in. He snagged

by far the most fish each day and

would feast in a flock of seagulls

where he sat. Another un-named

bear would always fly into the

swiftest part of the river riding the

rapids. He must have been doing it

for pure enjoyment as I never once

saw him catch a fish! Toward the

end of our first stint on the lower

pad, John (Harry's grandson)

cracks a can of deviled ham.

Downwind, its pungency wafts

past me to the nostrils of a rather

large Brown Bear using the trail

only ten feet away! He pays us no

mind as I down my banana chips

and trail mix. Eating is allowed as

the bears apparently prefer salmon

over Powerbars.

McNeil River grizzly bears
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This past year I entered the state 

of Alaska’s annual lottery for a 

chance to view brown bears at 

McNeil River State Bear Sanctuary 

and Wildlife Refuge. 180 people of 

2,500 entrants are chosen to receive 

fully guided and standby permits 

good from late May through the 

middle of August. McNeil River, 

located on the upper Alaskan 

peninsula, is known to be the best 

grizzly bear viewing area in the 

world. In only my second year of 

entering, I am awarded a spot.

After a few days of fishing in 

Homer, AK, I arrive at Beluga Lake 

ready for my float plane ride to the 

sanctuary. Try as I did to get my 

gear under the prescribed weight 

limit, I come in over and must pay 

a little extra for my flight. Our 

airplane is a circa 1960’s Beaver 

which I know to at least float. 

A family of red-necked grebes 

hurriedly paddles away from our 

pontoon as we taxi into position 

for take-off. Trumpeter swans sit 

at the end of the lake. Rainy, the 

wind is strong and waves choppy 

as we become airborne. Our craft 

is being blown from side to side, 

a bald eagle passes beneath us 

and we are away. Crossing Cook 

Inlet the weather clears and we 

make a close approach of the 

active Mt Augustine volcano. 

Rising abruptly from the sea, it last 

erupted in 2006. Today it is only 

releasing a small trail of steam. 

From here, the 360 degree view 

of the snow-covered mountains 

is breath-taking. Circling towards 

a lagoon at hightide, we land to 

a welcoming committee with 

luggage. As we arrive others depart 

and I help unload our bags to one 

of the guides named Ian onshore. I 

step upon the stony beach glancing 

across the water and see a large 

brown patch. It’s a bear! It takes 

a matter of seconds to record my 

first bear sighting! I mention it 

to someone who is departing. He 

doesn’t seem overly impressed 

since he has experienced hundreds 

of grizzly sightings during his 

four day stay. It turns out that the 

tall grasses next to the camp are a 

favorite feeding area for sows and 

cubs and they are almost constantly 

there. In total, five bears are within 

sight.

Camp is rustic with a cook shack, 

outhouse, garbage cache, cabins 

for the rangers, and sauna which 

doubles as a bathhouse. Bears are 

not allowed inside the scrub bush 

set boundaries and are chased away 

when they enter which is nearly 

every day. On my last day here a 

member of our group was resting in 

her tent when at first a yearling bear 

and then its mother decided to race 

by her tent. With my tent pitched, I 

head to the outhouse only to come 

across a red fox with its eyes closed 

sitting on a stump. Ignoring me, I 

stand within six feet until after 

minutes go by, she looks at me 

and ambles off. A den with four 

kits between here and the outhouse 

provides amusement in the coming 

days as I watch them play and even 

catch their own food. One day the 

mother was seen returning to her 

young with a pin-tail duck in her 

mouth. After an uninspired freeze-

dried meal and Tang, I retire to my 

tent. Even though it is nearly 11:30 

pm, it is still light out and my eye 

cover helps me to sleep preparing 

me for my big day with the bears.

Sometimes the dynamics of the 

group that you are with can be 

as interesting and rewarding as 

the wildlife viewing. Friendships 

formed are based on a shared 

special adventure. Our party is 

somewhat diversified with myself, 

a grandfather and grandson from 

St. Louis, a husband and wife from 

Holland who travel to Botswana 

twice a year to go on safari, a gifted 

photographer and very tall student 

from Germany, an Anchorage 

television editor and his wife, an 

Alaskan fisherman and spouse, 

and a neurotic former professor. 

Moving his tent repeatedly during 

the night and constantly shuffling 

through his dozens of zip-lock 

plastic bags, he seems unsure 

of himself, unable to make a 

decision. His doctor thought that 

this trip would be “good therapy.” 

Unlikely team as we are, we pass 

several bears pawing the blades of 

grass downward in an arc to better 

sample. Across the bear track laden 

mudflats, we come upon a lone 

wolf print. Walking through the 

grass now, we approach several 

bears and then stand between a 

mother and its year and one half 

old cub. You can get remarkably 

close to the bears here and at times 

during my visit, stood within five 

feet of them! They go about their 

business aware of our presence but 

inured to it. The McNeil River Bear 

Sanctuary was established in 1967 

and has a perfect safety record. The 

bears are habituated knowing that 

we won’t harm them and we are 

not food. Although they are used 

to us, our guide carries a shotgun 

just in case! Fording Mikfik 

Creek an over-loaded Harry, (the 

grandfather), goes down in the 

suction-like slippery mud. Rushing 

to his aid as water pours in around 

hip-waders, he is righted and we 

continue on. A bear is heading 

straight towards us on the twenty 

foot wide cliff-lined beach. We 

back to the escarpment bunched 

together and prepare our cameras. 

Not breaking stride and close now, 

velcro straps rip and a few musical 

cameras go off. He stares us down 

and huffs in a sign of distress while 

passing. Our guide Neil tells us that 

the noise velcro makes sounds like 

a huff to the bear and he was just 

talking to us. Up a small cascade 

and through a wild geranium and 

iris lined boardwalk, we pause 

above McNeil River and the falls.

McNeil Falls is where most of 

the brown bears are this time of 

year because that is where most of 

the salmon are. Chum salmon run 

between July and August facing a 

gauntlet of waterfalls and bears! 

As many as 144 grizzly bears will 

congregate in the area and one of 

the hourly counts tallied 54 bears 

while I was here. From an upper and 

lower viewing pad, we will spend 8 

hours with the ursine each day. On 

the lower pad nestled in my folding 

chair with camera in hand, perhaps 

twenty bears have staked out their 

fishing perches. Each of the bears, 

(some of which we would get to 

know by name), have their own 

unique fishing techniques. Ivan, 

the biggest bear, faces upstream 

at a choice spot in the middle of 

the falls. Each time he catches a 

salmon he devours it on the nearest 

rock by first peeling off its skin and 

then downing the flesh. Ivan even 

caught a hopelessly lost chinook 

salmon which was considerably 

larger than the ubiquitous chum 

salmon. A bear that I call “Tan 

Ears” and his brother “Snorkeler” 

circle a pool until they reach a 

high spot in the gravel then launch 

themselves into a cloud of fish. 

When they catch one, it is always 

hotly contested by the other bears 

as they race to shore sometimes 

losing it. The master fisherman 

of the lot is named Jordan. His 

ingenious method involves sitting 

on a submerged ledge in the river 

with his back upstream thereby 

creating an eddy to draw the 

salmon in. He snagged by far the 

most fish each day and would feast 

in a flock of seagulls where he sat. 

Another un-named bear would 

always fly into the swiftest part 

of the river riding the rapids. He 

must have been doing it for pure 

enjoyment as I never once saw 

him catch a fish! Toward the end 

of our first stint on the lower pad, 

John (Harry’s grandson) cracks a 

can of deviled ham. Downwind, 

its pungency wafts past me to the 

nostrils of a rather large brown bear 

using the trail only ten feet away! 

He pays us no mind as I down my 

banana chips and trail mix. Eating 

is allowed as the bears apparently 

prefer salmon over powerbars.



Four hours go by and we switch

stations with the other half of our

group. The upper pad, although

farther from the river, is open and

sunny affording better views.

Mature and immature Bald Eagles

dot the other side of the river.

Sitting next to me one of the cou-

ples seems somber and uninterest-

ed. They have both seen and hunt-

ed many bears and appear bored by

an experience that I find exhilarat-

ing. At the end of the trip the hus-

band confides in me that his 22

year old son had recently commit-

ted suicide. My heart goes out to

them as even world-class bear

viewing can never begin to dent

their sorrow.

During the afternoon, numerous

skirmishes break out among the

bears. McDougel, an old claw-

missing scarred-up grump of a

bear, is having a particularly bad

day. He starts five or six fights

today and loses every one. What

may have set him off is a blonde

sow named Waterfall. Waterfall

would seek refuge from the other

bears in between her fish stealing

forays next to the pad. Most of the

Males would protect their fish but

some would feign defense and let

her have the salmon. The sight of

her charging up the hillside with a

salmon in mouth being pursued by

the original owner was almost con-

stant. She would mate with five

different bears today but spurned

all of McDougel's advances. This

put him in a foul mood as he paced

the grounds grunting and picking

fights. At one point for their safe-

ty, the people on the lower pad had

to be moved to the upper because

of his surly disposition. Another

thing that may have put him off is

a six-foot long tapeworm hanging

from him everywhere he went.

Nature is not always pretty. At the

end of the day he lays down a beat-

en warrior. All the fight had been

taken out of him as the next day,

(minus the tapeworm); he was

downright amiable taking a mud

bath behind us.

From atop the bluffs as we depart,

Johannus (the German

student/photographer) pauses to

compose what could be a masterful

landscape. Ben (the ex-professor)

informs Johanas that we are leav-

ing and he must leave also.

Johannus tells him that he "will do

as I want" which sends Ben into a

mild panic attack. Along the trail

his demons torment him as he mut-

ters and shakes his clenched fists

by his temples. I talk to him trying

to reassure him with some success.

Sadly, it is amazing that a man

who just faced Grizzly Bears

standing mere feet away from

them has trouble coping with him-

self. Returning to the beach, I look

back and see two male Brown

Bears moving in our direction

along the narrow shore. They are

closing in on us at a rapid pace. As

mothers and cubs quickly vacate

the grassy meadow ahead, once

again we step back along the cliff

and let the bears go by. 

For more information on McNeil

River and applying for a chance to

view the Grizzly Bears go to:

www.wildlife.alaska.gov and click

on "McNeil River" or call (907)

267-2253.
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Four hours go by and we switch 

stations with the other half of our 

group. The upper pad, although 

farther from the river, is open 

and sunny affording better views. 

Mature and immature bald eagles 

dot the other side of the river. Sitting 

next to me one of the couples seems 

somber and uninterested. They have 

both seen and hunted many bears 

and appear bored by an experience 

that I find exhilarating. At the end 

of the trip the husband confides 

in me that his 22 year old son had 

recently committed suicide. My 

heart goes out to them as even 

world-class bear viewing can never 

begin to dent their sorrow.

During the afternoon, numerous 

skirmishes break out among the 

bears. McDougel, an old claw-

missing scarred-up grump of a 

bear, is having a particularly bad 

day. He starts five or six fights 

today and loses every one. What 

may have set him off is a blonde 

sow named Waterfall. Waterfall 

would seek refuge from the other 

bears in between her fish stealing 

forays next to the pad. Most of the 

males would protect their fish but 

some would feign defense and let 

her have the salmon. The sight of 

her charging up the hillside with 

a salmon in mouth being pursued 

by the original owner was almost 

constant. She would mate with five 

different bears today but spurned 

all of McDougel’s advances. This 

put him in a foul mood as he paced 

the grounds grunting and picking 

fights. At one point for their safety, 

the people on the lower pad had to 

be moved to the upper because of 

his surly disposition. Another thing 

that may have put him off is a six-

foot long tapeworm hanging from 

him everywhere he went. Nature is 

not always pretty. At the end of the 

day he lies down a beaten warrior. 

All the fight had been taken out 

of him as the next day, (minus 

the tapeworm); he was downright 

amiable taking a mud bath behind 

us.

From atop the bluffs as we 

depart, Johannus (the German 

student/photographer) pauses to 

compose what could be a masterful 

landscape. Ben (the ex-professor) 

informs Johanas that we are 

leaving and he must leave also. 

Johannus tells him that he “will 

do as I want” which sends Ben 

into a mild panic attack. Along the 

trail his demons torment him as he 

mutters and shakes his clenched 

fists by his temples. I talk to him 

trying to reassure him with some 

success. Sadly, it is amazing that 

a man who just faced grizzly bears 

standing mere feet away from him 

has trouble coping with himself. 

Returning to the beach, I look back 

and see two male brown bears 

moving in our direction along the 

narrow shore. They are closing in 

on us at a rapid pace. As mothers 

and cubs quickly vacate the grassy 

meadow ahead, once again we 

step back along the cliff and let 

the bears go by.

For more information on 

McNeil River and applying for a 

chance to view the grizzly bears 

go to: www.wildlife.alaska.gov 

and click on “McNeil River” or 

call (907) 267-2253.


